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Our Learning Exchange Objectives
East Haven

Blairmore

 Pros & Cons of a CIC Trust in

 See progress & learn how they

contrast to a Charity
 View the land acquired by

Blairmore with Scottish Land
Funding
 Explore ideas of we could

manage and sustain a similar
asset

engaged volunteers
 Explore how sustainable their

efforts have been

 Learn what worked well &

would do differently
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Outcomes for
Blairmore

Seminar
attended by 40
people
including 10
organisations

Inspiration & confidence across
both community teams
Lasting bond that continues to
provide support & friendship
Encouraged two new IYN
entrants
Achieved silver-gilt in BS
Keep Scotland Beautiful Award

156 volunteers
giving 2,714 hours
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Outcomes for East
Haven
We will now consult with our Local
Authority and with residents about
an area of land and toilets in our
own community with a view to
acquiring ownership
Lasting bond with Blairmore, their
community
Pleasure in knowing we helped to
encourage two new 2017 entrants
to IYN
Maintained GOLD in 2017
Beautiful Scotland Campaign
2017 Best in Coastal Village
category

In terms of outcomes, East Haven was really keen to learn more about
purchasing community land and the plans which Blairmore have to sustain it
into the future. There were many positive outcomes for East Haven not least,
lasting friendships and also the pleasure of knowing that we encouraged and
supported another group to do so well in the Beautiful Scotland competition.
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Scottish Government
Community Learning Exchange Fund
Application process is
managed by:

Examples of ‘Networks’:✓ Federation of City Farms & Community
✓
✓
✓
✓

Who can apply?
Any constituted
community group that is a
member of an associated
network or can be vouched
for by one of the networks

✓
✓
✓

Gardens
Community Woodlands Association
Development Trusts Association Scotland
Glasgow & West of Scotland Forum
Scottish Alottments & Gardens Society
Scottish Communities Climate Action
Network
Scottish Communities for Health &
Wellbeing
Social Enterprise Network Scotland

If you have been inspired by any of the speakers you have heard today and
want to arrange a visit to meet their community you can apply to the
Community Exchange Fund. It is the easiest application to complete. Only
takes around 20 minutes and the assessors turn it round within a few weeks.
To be eligible to apply for the Community Learning Exchange constituted
groups need to be a member one of the 18 networks which make up the
Scottish Community Alliance. East Haven is a member of the Federation of
City Farms and Community gardens. Membership is free. Blairmore is a
member of Social Enterprise Scotland.
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Applying

Funding up to 100% of costs
▪ Up to £750 per visit

(exceptions)
▪ Transport Costs
▪ Accommodation up to

£70pp per night

▪ Very simple application

process
▪ Estimate the costs
▪ What do you want to learn?
▪ Three learning outcomes

▪ Subsistence up to £25 p day
▪ Host fee up to £300

▪ Approval given quickly

▪ Funding can be up front or

▪ Evaluation via Survey

Re-imbursed

Monkey

▪ Receipts required

In terms of what you can apply for, the fund covers all the essential costs
incurred in a visit up to a maximum of £750 (more in some situations if you
speak to the fund coordinators). Transport costs, accommodation, subsistence
and also a host fee. The host fee is paid to the group you are visiting. They
can use this in any way they wish but are likely to want to spend it on some of
the costs they incur accommodating your visit. For example, they may take
you and your group out for a meal, hire a hall or provide a lunch. Remember
to keep all your receipts.
One important aspect of the application form is to highlight three learning
objectives. Choose objectives which are specific and achievable as you have
to complete a monkey survey evaluation form which asks what you achieved.
You need to link this back to your original learning objectives.
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Lasting Legacy......
EAST HAVEN

Stronger
Relationships
Our Communities

Our Neighbours

Children
Young People
Birds
Trees Bees
Environment

Partner Agencies
Local Economy £

The Community Learning Exchange enabled two small coastal communities
on the east and west coast of Scotland to visit each other, share information
and good practice. Strong friendships were developed and both communities
have grown stronger as a result.
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